
Could They Breathe in That?
When we look to fashions of the past, we often do so with the
concern that nobody could comfortably wear the structured clothing
present in most antiquated styles. By far, the worst offender to
twenty-first century eyes is the corset, a truly infamous garment
bound to the steel-boned idea that “beauty is pain.”

In her book The Corset: A Cultural History, acclaimed fashion
historian Valerie Steele reevaluated the corset, encouraging a more
nuanced view of the garment. The history of corsetry is incredibly
complex, as witnessed by this example from the MHS collection.  

…..
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The Corset Itself
This corset is of the “transitional” style--a product of the change from the short stays of the early 1800s to the
full corsets of the mid- to late 1800s. It is made of sturdy white cotton, possesses a wide neckline, and is
heavily corded. At the center front of the garment is a busk pocket, which is a wide channel in the garment
framed by cording. The busk was typically wooden, although examples exist in material with similarly stiff
properties--such as whale baleen.

At the time of this corset’s creation, boning was not a primary material. Only four boning channels, now
empty, are used here. Boning, of flexible whale baleen, prevented puckering and tearing of the fabric to
improve fit and longevity. Bone eyelets, seen here, improved upon the durability of hand-sewn eyelets.
Cording is a technique in which a channel is sewn around a cord sandwiched between two layers of fabric.
This provides support and structure in the areas where the cording is applied.

Up close it looks as if the garment has been machine stitched or perfectly backstitched, but it was likely sewn
in two passes of running stitches, on opposite sides of the garment. Although stiffening materials were used in
this garment, this corset is still soft and malleable. In fact, the lines of the garment have been warped as it
molded to the wearer’s body over time. An obvious distortion can be seen in the now-skewed straight lines of
cording on the busk pocket.
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Contemporary Context
In terms of questions about morality, it seems the virtue
of the corset depended on the virtue of the wearer. The
author of the Encyclopedia Americana (1830) suggests
the corset’s purpose is to hide the wearer’s “weak and
imperfect” flaws. “She owes that fine shape to a finely
padded corset.” So whispered Miss Darrel in the 1817
Ormond, A Tale, an offense for which the title character
abandons interest in the lady in question. This opinion is
elaborated on by the author of the Encyclopedia, who
states that the “ugly, deformed, and diseased” hide the
vices of their existence behind steel and whalebone, a
devious practice characteristic of those “lacking morals.”

In terms of the impact of the corset on the body and
health, Encyclopedia Americana further expressed
concern that this artificial support would eventually
weaken the dorsal muscles to an unusable point. That is,
the body would become reliant on the aided support of
this undergarment. Although rooted in some fact, the text
exaggerates this fear, and neglects to note that a majority of women performed strenuous labor that required
muscle strength regardless of any further support from their undergarments. Crucially, the text also ignores a
part of the argument around the garment spoken by those who wore them. Women wore corsets due to their

essential bust and back support and the lack of other
garments that offered the same features.

“... It never seems to have occurred to the Doctors that
ladies must and will wear stays, in spite of all the medical
men of Europe. The strong and perfect feel the benefit of
using them; and to the weak and delicate or imperfect, they
are absolutely indispensable.'' - Health and Beauty; or
corsets and clothing constructed in accordance with the
physiological laws of the human body, Madame Roxey A.
Caplin, English corsetière (1854).

The Encyclopedia also supplies a definition: “CORSET; an
article of dress, especially intended to preserve or display
the beauties of the female form,” recommending materials
that adapt to its individual wearer and create no pressure or
breathing impediment. Ironically, corsets were already
accomplishing this. Another concern, the practice of
tightlacing, was often satirized in this period, though
tight-laced ladies were an altogether uncommon sight. 
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